Abstract. Operational meteorological centres around the world increasingly include warnings as one of their regular forecast products. Warnings are issued to warn the public about extreme weather situations that might occur leading to damages and losses. In forecasting these extreme events, meteorological centres help their potential users in preventing the damage or losses they might suffer. However, verifying these warnings requires specific methods. This is due not only to the fact that they happen rarely, but also because a new temporal dimension is added when defining a warning, namely the time window of the forecasted event. This paper analyses the issues that might appear when dealing with warning verification. It also proposes some new verification approaches that can be applied to wind warnings. These new techniques are later applied to a real life example, the verification of wind gust warnings at the German Meteorological Centre ("Deutscher Wetterdienst"). Finally, the results obtained from the latter are discussed.
Introduction
Forecasting extreme events helps the public take action to prevent losses or disasters. Therefore, meteorological centers around the world increasingly include the provision of warnings of extreme events among their duties. Different warning systems or extreme event forecast strategies are currently implemented in many weather centers around the world. To improve these warnings systems and satisfy public demands there is a need to develop appropriate warning verification methods. These methods aim to provide information about the performance of a warning system and to compare different versions of it. As a result, there is a high demand for verification techniques for extreme weather events and warnings. This issue was pointed out by the Technical Advisory Committee Subgroup on Verification Measures in two meetings carried out in 2008 and 2009 at ECMWF. This has also been discussed continuously in recent verification meetings of the Joint Working Group on Forecast Verification Research (JWGFVR, www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/wwrp/ new/Forecast_Verification.html). Some advances have been made in the field of extreme weather verification (Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2011; Ebert et al., 2013; Sansom, 2015) . However, substantial progress is still needed in order to have sound and reliable weather warning verifications.
A warning is a forecast issued at a time t 0 (issue time) of an event that will occur from a starting time t 1 to an ending time t 2 . The forecasted event will have a particular intensity, and will occur over an area of interest. The time window of occurrence (t 1 , t 2 ) is warning-dependent. The difference between the starting time and the issue time is known as the lead time. This paper is focused on verifying wind warnings. In this case, the warnings are binary forecasts that predict: (a) whether the wind will exceed a pre-defined threshold; (b) when it will happen; and (c) over which region it is expected to occur.
With these considerations in mind, a warning is fully characterized by the intensity, the location, the time window when the severe weather is expected to happen, and the lead time. A warning is useful when the lead time is long enough to allow the user to take adequate actions. Provided that the lead time is long enough, a perfect warning is then a warning that has the correct intensity and is given for the right area during the correct time window. Ideally, a verification study should give information about the performance of these relevant aspects, i.e. lead time, intensity, correct timing and correct area. In verifying the latter aspects, two properties have to be considered: accuracy (did the warning predict the event in the right place, at the right time and with the right intensity?) and timeliness (was the warning given early in adPublished by Copernicus Publications. 114 C. Primo: Wind gust warning verification vance to allow for taking action and preventing damages or losses?).
Regarding accuracy, there are many scores defined to verify binary events that have been used in warning verification: False Alarm Ratio, Probability of Detection, Critical Success Index, etc. (Schaefer, 1990; Barnes et al., 2007) . These measures have been used by many meteorological centers, such us Met Office (Sharpe, 2010) , the Austrian National Weather Service (Wittman, 2009) or NOAA in the USA (Brotzge et al., 2013) . The German Meteorological Service ("Deutscher Wetterdienst", DWD) uses these scores, among other warning verifications, to verify thunderstorm warnings and to compare different nowcasting systems (Wapler et al., 2012) .
In the case of rare events, the rather low occurrence frequency makes the scores tend to zero. The problem of finding a good score for extreme events has been actively studied in the literature during the last decade. The Extreme Dependence Score (EDS, Stephenson et al., 2008) was presented as a new score to verify extreme weather that does not vanish for low base rate events. However, it depends on the base rate and can be increased by over-forecasting Primo and Ghelli, 2009) . New scores such as the Symmetric Extreme Dependence Score (SEDS, Hogan et al., 2009) or the Extremal Dependence Index (SEDI) and Symmetric Extremal Dependence Index have been introduced to improve the properties of the score (see Ferro and Stephenson, 2011 for a review). The behavior of these scores has been examined for extreme precipitation events (Nurmi, 2010; North et al., 2013) . The results obtained for differentiating the performance of competing forecast systems for extreme events seem to be good, yet these scores have not been widely tested.
Another aspect to take into consideration is that many verification studies do not consider how much in advance the warning was issued. Instead, these studies only consider whether there is a warning in place at the moment when the event happened. However, as Wilson and Giles (2013) pointed out, the warnings have to be given to the public early enough so action can be taken to prevent damages or losses.
In order to account for this in the verification methodology, they introduced a new index for the simultaneous verification of accuracy and timeliness of weather warnings of the Canadian weather warning programme. This index accounts not only for the accuracy of the warnings by using the Extremal Dependency Index (EDI, Ferro and Stephenson, 2011) , but also for the relation between the lead time of the warning compared to a maximum allowed lead time. In this index, those lead times which exceed twice the maximum lead time will not be given any credit. However, in order to have a meaningful limit, the EDI is recommended by their founders to be used only in calibrated systems (Ferro and Stephenson, 2011) . This is indeed not a desirable property of a warning system since the cost of a missed event usually greatly outweighs the cost of a false alarm for most severe weather situations. Then forecasters would feel thus encouraged to overforecast severe events. Nevertheless, overforecasting strategies are not severely penalized unless excessive, because the EDI penalizes an additional false alarm much less than an additional miss, since adding a single false alarm produces a much smaller increment in the false alarm rate than adding a single miss does in the hit rate. This paper analyzes how the wind warning verification is carried out at the German Weather Service. Accuracy and timeliness are analyzed separately, showing how the warning system performs for different lead times. The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the data used in the study. Section 3 shows how observations and forecasts can be matched. Section 4 presents verification results on an hourly basis and Sect. 5 from an event-based point of view. Finally Sect. 6 presents the summary and conclusions.
Data
The German Weather Service ("Deutscher Wetterdienst", DWD) is developing a semi-automatic system to generate warnings, the so-called Automatic Status Generator (ASG; Schröder, 2013) . The ASG is part of the AutoWARN project (Reichert, 2009; Reichert et al., 2015) . This warning system combines data derived from model output statistics (Hoffmann, 2008) to produce warning proposals that are given to the forecasters. These warning proposals, thereafter referred to as automatic warnings, consist of polygons over Germany. These polygons are placed where an extreme event is expected to happen. These polygons contain all the relevant information about the warnings, including the intensity of the event, the starting time, the ending time and the area affected. Once the forecasters receive these warnings, they can modify them based on all information they currently possess and on their own experience, prior to producing the final warnings to be given to the public. Thus, the warning process is a two-step process: the semi-automatic part, derived from automatic warning proposals, and the final warning given by the forecasters. This paper does not attempt to discuss the generation of warnings made at the DWD, but to present and discuss possible ways of verifying and comparing warnings produced in the two step warning process chain. Our focus is on knowing whether the semi-automatic system is able to produce warnings that are as good as the final warnings given by the forecasters. Additionally, the development of such a verification methodology would also allow for comparing and verifying different versions of the semi-automatic system ASG for various warning criteria. In this paper we focus on wind gust warnings. In particular, six different warning categories are defined for wind, according to a wind gust threshold that has to be reached. above 14 m s −1 ) up to dark red for severe warnings (above 39 m s −1 ). The warnings are given a two-digit code in the DWD convention going from 51 up to 56, respectively. Some figures in this paper will refer to this naming convention. Regarding the observations, the DWD is provided with a network of synoptic stations around Germany that report wind gusts on an hourly basis. Figure 1 represents the spatial distribution of the 226 synoptic stations around Germany used in this study. The symbols represent the altitude of these stations. For each station, we have a temporal series that is coded according to the different warning criteria. Figure 2 represents two temporal series of the observed wind gusts for two stations in Germany: Frankfurt, having an altitude of 99.7 m and where less severe events happened and Fichtelberg, with an altitude of 1213 m and the occurrence of some severe cases. Wind can change rapidly and the temporal series has many jumps up and down. However, the warning system is designed to avoid jumping from a warning at one hour to no warning the next and back to a warning again in the following hour. These warnings are accepted as good warnings when they start at the beginning of the storm and finish at the end, even though at some hours in the middle the intensity was not that high. The verification technique should take this into account, to avoid penalizing warnings which do not forecast correctly the internal jumps within a storm. Therefore, even though it is not advisable to process observations before use in a verification, in this case we can justify smoothing the observations to avoid jumps within a storm and to improve the representativeness of the data. In this study, the two warning systems follow the same criterion of avoiding issuing many warnings within the same storm, but rather try to issue one unique warning representing the maximum intensity. The observations are then smoothed according to the following criterion: every hour each observation is replaced by:
Where o h is the observation at an hour h, o h−x is the observation x hours before and o h+x is the observation x hours later. This smoothing function does not affect the maximum of the time series but it reduces the magnitude of intensity minima within an event of higher intensity. Figure 3 represents the coded series according to the warning criteria at the DWD of the hourly observations in the stations represented in Fig. 2 .
Matching forecast and observations
The first issue found when verifying warnings against synoptic stations is the representativeness of the observations. Warnings are issued over areas, while the observations are at the particular location of the synoptic station. In this study, 226 synoptic stations distributed around Germany are taken into account. However these do not cover all the areas where warnings are issued. There are two alternatives when dealing with such a problem. On the one hand, one could focus on the warnings, checking stations that lie in warned areas and defining a strategy to produce the contingency table (hits, misses, false alarms and correct rejections). For example a hit is defined when one of the synop stations within the warned area exceeds the threshold; or more strictly when all the stations within the warned area exceed the threshold. Here the threshold refers to the minimum wind gust that needs to happen to have a warning (e.g. 14, 18 m s −1 , etc.). On the other hand, one could focus on verifying all stations by checking if there has been a warning issued in the area where the stationlies. In this case, spatial correlations may influence the results if we have strong variations in station density between different areas. Nevertheless, we are more interested in verifying if our system was able to forecast what was observed, rather than if observations concur with what our model warned. In the first case misses are more penalized than false alarms whereas in the second false alarms are more penalized than misses. From the point of view of users, warnings may be given in uninhabited places, whereas places with a high population always have a synoptic station nearby. Therefore, we go for the second approach and run verification for every synoptic station, comparing with what it was warned for that point.
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Hourly verification
As a first attempt to verify warnings at the DWD, hourly observations were compared to the warnings given during the last hour for that particular point. Two different systems are compared, the warnings proposed by the semi-automatic system alone and the final warnings given by the forecasters. From these forecast-observation pairs the contingency tables are obtained for each warning system and two scores are computed: the hit rate and the false alarm ratio. Figure 4 shows the hourly verification of these two warning systems during the period January to May 2015 for three different lead times: 1, 3 and 6 h ahead. For lead times higher than one, hourly observations are compared to the warnings given during the last sixty minutes before the respective full hour (e.g. lead time 3 refers to warnings given between three and four hours ago). Grey bars represent the semi-automatic system ASG, where the colour indicates the severity of the event (darker colours refer to higher intensities of an event) and white colours represent the warnings given by the forecasters. Vertical lines show confidence limits computed by bootstrap. Hourly observations with intensity 14, 18, 25, 29, 33 and 39 m s −1 happened 71 654, 23 641, 3474, 1103, 349 and 68 times respectively, which represents a base rate equal to 10.19, 3.37, 0.50, 0.16, 0.05 and 0.01 %. This verification aims to show if the automatic system is able to perform at least as well as the forecasters. The figure shows that ASG is able to have a similar or better number of hits. For warnings of lower categories one hour ahead, it tends to over forecast, but in general, the number of false alarms remains at least as good as the forecasters. Three hours in advance, the semiautomatic system is able to increase the hits while decreasing the number of false alarms. For six hours in advance, the differences between the systems are even higher for both scores. However, this is probably because forecasters tend not to issue warnings so long in advance.
Event-based verification
An hourly verification has some issues. The observed and forecast time windows often differ in time (one can start earlier than the other or vice versa) or in length (one can last longer than the other or vice versa). In cases in which the observed and forecast time windows do not overlap exactly, for example due to a small mismatch in time, we will have a period in which the event is missed, and another period in which the forecast was a false alarm. These failed periods correspond to a unique event, although they are considered independently. Thus, this particular warning will have a double penalty in the verification process; the mismatch will be counted both as a short false warning given when nothing was observed at all and as a short event completely missed. The verification method should account for these different cases, because it is worse for a system to miss warning an event at all rather than just having a small mismatch in time.
In this sense, a verification represents the system better if it is event-based. Thus, if a warning is defined over a time window, the verification should be made over those windows, rather than hour by hour. Sharpe (2015) shows an approach to verify warnings at the Met Office in the UK based on an event definition. This objective verification introduces a flexible way of considering small mismatches in time or intensity -Hence it does not use the standard 2 × 2 contingency table but introduces other categories. For example, in addition to the strict hit, other categories such as early hit, late hit or low hit are considered. This avoids obtaining disappointing results due to customers increasingly requiring warnings to be issued for small areas. However, the use of these new categories renders scores improper because the verification thresholds are allowed to depend on whether or not a warning was issued. If these extra categories are considered then they must also be considered for cases where a warning was not issued, which might increase the number of missed events. There is also another issue: how to define the pairs observed event-warning. A criterion is needed to define the contingency table, for example, to know what is considered as a hit. When we have observed events and warnings whose time length differ, we have different possibilities: it may happen that the time window of a warning covers more than one observed event, or vice versa, the time window of an observed event covers more than one warning. Therefore, the relation between forecast warnings and observed events is not bijective (one to-one correspondence, a forecast does not imply one and only one observed event). There could be only one observed event and one warning, but the time windows do not match. One possible option in this case is to define a threshold that corresponds to the minimum percentage of the observed event that has to be warned to be considered as a hit. Those cases in which there is a warning during the observed event, but the duration of the warning does not reach the percentage threshold must be considered a miss.
In addition, as pointed out in the hourly verification, a conditioned verification can also be done. For example, one could choose to verify the warnings given when an event was observed, or on the contrary, to check what is observed when the system gives a warning. The difference between these two points of view lies in the importance we give to the missed events or to the false alarms. If we focus on the observations, we will not know what happens when nothing was observed and thus the false alarms are not penalized. In contrast, if we focus on the warnings, we will not know what happens between two warnings and thus we will not give importance to the misses. In an operational weather centre, misses are more penalized than false alarms. Therefore, we will focus on the observed events and check what the warning system warns during those events. In any case, both perspectives miss part of the contingency table. This is because a warning system produces warnings, but does not produce "non-warnings" when an observed event was missed.
We have decided to verify observed events. However, ignoring the false alarms encourages hedging (Jolliffe, 2008) , and the verification results could be easily improved just by increasing the number of warnings, because the false alarms are not penalized. Hedging is a non-desirable property and it should be penalized by the verification method. Thus, it is recommended to consider also the false alarms. In this study, those warnings issued during an observed event, but not covered by the hits or misses because they are of a higher category, are considered as false alarms. A new extra category, wind above 8 m s −1 , was created just to account for those cases in which there was a warning (i.e. forecast of a wind above 14 m s −1 ) but the observed wind was not above 14 m s −1 but only above 8 m s −1 . Bearing in mind that warning systems tend to overforecast to avoid missing an event, these false alarms provide a way to penalize overforecasting. However, false alarms may be underestimated since warnings cannot be matched with non-observed events since the non-observed event duration is unclear.
Example
In our case, one of the questions we want to answer is if the warnings were able to forecast the maximum intensity of the observed events, distinguishing the six categories defined in the previous section (from warnings for 14 m s −1 or more up to 39 m s −1 or more). Thus, as a first attempt at eventbased verification, we choose the following criterion: we allow a hit whenever the observed event's intensity was warned for at least one hour during the event duration. The observed events are computed by looking for maximum wind speeds observed in our period (from January to May 2015). To obtain these maxima, a moving average of windows of seven hours is computed, to avoid localized maxima of very short duration. Then, the maxima wind speed of the resulting series, define the observed events. The duration is defined according to the number of hours in which this maximum wind occurred. For those hours, we check if there was a warning and what category it was. Following this we fill the contingency table. Both systems, automatic and forecasters, will lead to contingency tables of the same total size. Figure 5 shows the results obtained from this event-based verification for three different lead times: 1, 3 and 6 h ahead. Vertical lines represent confidence intervals obtained by bootstrap. For winds of 14 m s −1 or more (element 51), forecasters are still better, but in other cases, such as winds above 25 m s −1 (element 53), the higher hit rate is due to overforecasting since a higher false alarm ratio is seen. The number of observed events with intensity equal to 14, 18, 25, 29, 33 and 39 m s −1 happened 9086, 5585, 3558, 588, 212, 88 and 29 times respectively. In this verification all the events are considered equally relevant in the verification. However, event duration has an impact on the performance of the system. Thus, Fig. 6 shows the results after repeating the verification by including only those events that last more than three hours to avoid these short convective situations. In this case, Fig. 6 shows an improvement of ASG compared to its performance forecasting short events, since it has higher probability of detection. Something has to be improved for ASG warnings of events lasting one or two hours. This issue has already been corrected in a later ASG version and work is continuously in progress to improve the semi-automatic system. In any case, this study shows that the automatic system at the DWD achieves a performance comparable to forecasters for wind gust warnings.
Discussion and future work
Warnings have become a standard product in meteorological centres since they help the public prevent major disasters and minimize costs or losses. Therefore, verification methods need to adapt to the fact that warnings forecast rare events and they are given for a time window rather than for a particular time unit. Thus, a verification strategy has to be defined to match observations with forecasts and to clarify how to treat those warnings that do not overlap exactly an observed event, but are misplaced in time.
This study describes the issues relating to wind warning verification and reviews the current state of warning verification methods. Some verification approaches implemented at the DWD are presented to compare warnings coming from a semi-automatic warning system and the final warnings proposed by the forecasters. Results show that the semiautomatic system performs similarly to the forecasters, even though some issues need to be solved for very short observed events. Work is already in progress and new versions of the warning system (Automatic Status Generator, ASG) have been developed to solve this problem. In addition, research is ongoing to propose new verification techniques that solve the limitations of the current ones and better describe the quality of the warning system. Spatial issues may also need to be considered for new studies. For example, a spatial tolerance can be allowed to match observations with warnings that are within a certain radius. This would help deal with the issue that observations are at point locations while warnings cover areas. Stratification by regions could also help assess whether altitude impacts on verification results.
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